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Assessing The Impact of Expenditure · on Achievement 
in Virginia Public Eduation 
The strength of the relationship .between student achievement and school 
resour ces bas important implications for public policy in general, and for 
the appropriate role of state fundi ng in local education in particular. It 
is well known that, to the extent that higher expenditures render improved 
educational performance, vexing iss ues of legal and economic equity arise. 1 
Of course, it is also well known that ·the findings of extens _ive empirical 
analysis suggest that the expenditure-achievement nexus is, ~t best, of 
secondary importance among the factors affe~ti ng education. 2 
This paper examine s the rel ationsh ip between achievement and expenditure 
in Virginia public schools. Our focus falls in the category of educational 
production studies which have taken an essentially macro orienta tio n. These 
studies use cross-sectional and/or longitudinal observations aggregated at a 
school or school district level . 3 This method thus relates average achievemen t 
1 Though predominantly of economic orientation, Feldstein (1975) and 
Cohn (1983) pr ovide particula rl y succinct expression of these broad issues. 
2 So concl uded the generally acknowledged father of the empirical litera-
ture, · Equality of Educatio nal Opportunity (1966), better known as the "Coleman 
Report" . . Subsequent early studies reaching similar conclusions are Kiesling 
(1967) and Cohn (1968). A survey of the early literature is provi ded by Averch 
et al. (1972), Hanushek (1979) presents a useful survey/critique of empirical 
estimation of educational production. For a forceful statement that pr i or 
research offers no support for the spending-achievement link, see Hanushek 
(1981). For a more sanguine view of the general implications of the research 
• to date, see Murnane (1984). 
3 0f the 130 studies evalua t ed by Hanushek (1981), roughly half use 
aggregate data. Examples are the studies by Kiesling (1967) , Cohn (1968), 
Averch & Kiesling ( 1970) , and Sebold & Dato (1981). The alternative approach 
is to use individual student profiles as the unit of obse1,•ation . Examples 
of this micro focus are Hanushek (1971), Murnane (1975), Winkler (1975), 
Swnmer & Wolfe (1977) and Murnane & Phillips (198lb-). According to Murnane 
1 
by district to thP level of physical and financial . resources .(class-size, 
library volumes, instructional expendit •ure, etc.). While the policy inferences 
which can flow from this approach are straightforward, there is concern whether 
more highly aggregated data are able to capture important de t ails of the 
educational proce ss. This is the most common explanation offered for the 
failure of the more highly aggregated studies in demonstrating a significant 
link between school resources and achievement.• 
Despite the 16ng and less than robust research record in this area, we 
believe the present paper contributes modestly in several respects. First, 
of local interest, we deal exclusively with public education in Virginia. 
Toward this end, we have compiled a data base which is perhaps unique for 
its array of socio/economic and educational variables at the Virginia division 
level (city or county). Furthermore, we apply a recently developed method 
for constructing locality-level price indices. Finally, we suggest some 
general modeling techniques which augment the reduced-form specification of 
the achievement -expenditure relationship common in this literature. Speci-
fically, we demonstrate the usefulness of integrating socioeconomic effects 
econometrically via an "unobservable variables" technique. 
Section I presents our model and discusses general estimation consider-
ations. Section II provides a detailed description of the data and variables 
used in the model. Section Ill presents our results. Policy implications 
and directions for further inquiry are discussed in Section IV. 
(1986), the micro approach has prove11 more successful in providing "clear 
support for the belief of most Americans - that schools matter ." However, 
he also acknowledges that "having determined that more learning takes place 
in some schools and classrooms than in others ... there is no concensus regarding 
the role of any school resource in contributing to student achievement" 
(p. 195). 
4 For example, see Summers and Wolfe (1977; p. 640). 
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I. The Model 
Research to dat~ suggests that an empirical model of the achieveme nt 
equation should consider four broad explanatory components: 1) aptit ude, 2) 
socioeconomic factors, 3) peer group effects, and 4) the quantity and quality 
of educational inputs. 5 The impacts of these factors on student achievement 
have typically been estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS) in a sing l e 
equation reduced - form model. 
In general form our model may be written: 
(l) f(APT, SCH, SES) 1 ; 
where ACH mean standardized test score, 
APT mean aptitude score; 
SCH - vector of school system descriptors, 
SES = vector of upper and lower socioeconomic indices, and 
i Virginia school division . . 
An initial reaction to this specification is pe r haps the apparent omission 
of peer -group effects from the model. One could argue, however, that this 
is not · entirely so . Recognize that studies which have demonstrated the s i gni-
ficance of peer-group effects have all used student-specific data. The finer 
detail provided by stude n t profiles more readily accomodates distinctions 
between peer-group and socioeconomic variables . When aggregating at the 
5 0f course, this modeling agenda is more easily compiled than implemented. 
Indeed, much of the research has been devoted to refining op erational variables 
within each of these catagories. For example , a great amount of attention has 
focused on detectin g differential hquality" of teaching input [Hanushek (1972), 
Summers & Wolfe (1977), Link & Ratledge (1979), Murnane & Phillips (198la)). 
Interesting treatments of peer group effects are ~in~ler (1975) , Henderson 
et al. (1978), and · Murnane (1983). Al l of these studies provide examples of 
specifications of socio-economic variables. 
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school division level, however, it is not clear that meaningful operational 
definitions can be drawn beyond the broader realm of socioeconomic factors. 
Thus peer-group effects are considered, at least implicitly although . not 
independantly. Further, some degree of implicit peer-group measurement also 
enters . the model through the statistical procedure by which we control for 
socloeconomic factors in g~neral. 
Specifically, SES is described as a vector of irtdice~ rather than separate 
socioeconomic variables. Technically, these iridices treat socioeconomic 
effects as "unobservable variables". An unobservable-variables framevork 
seems particularly appropriate in this research setting. The array of variables 
typically employed (e . g. income, racial balance) are really very pale proxies 
of a far more complex interaction among factors. Conceptually, the attribute 
we are ·attempting to capture in the model might be thought of as a "preference" 
or "value" of education. This preference for education is thus an amalgam 
of m·any factors which neither can nor should be distilled and cast as having 
separate ceteris paribus effects. Furthermore, the unobservable-variable 
technique eliminates a cohort of variables within which substantial collinearity 
is likely. 
\Je should also highlight the fact that the SES indices are constructed 
to control for upper as well as lower socioeconomic influences. This treatment 
is unusual in that most equations tend to be laden with predominantly lower-end 
(e.g., percent of families receiving AFDC) and/or average (e.g., per capita 
income) socioeconomic variables. We believe that consideration of upper-end 
influences is a necessary departure in explaining average achievement. Socio-
economic and peer-group factors are known to play an important role in scho-
lastic achievement, especially at the extremes of the socioeconomic scale. 
In a state like Virginia which runs the gamut from very poor agrarian districts 
4 
to very we8lthy co~rnopolitan areas, middle-l~vel indicators such as median 
or per capita income reveal little about these extremes. Second, even studies 
which have incorporated more finely honed lower socioeconomic variables (e.g., 
percent in poverty) commit errors of omission by not allowing for the parallel 
positive impact of upper socioeconomic effects in above average districts. 
A final noteworthy aspect of this study is the application of locality-
level cost-of-living indices. 6 This indexation seems especially desirable 
in an analysis of Virginia data considering the clear cost-of-living differences 
· which exist between the more metropolitan northern Virginia localities and 
the largely rural south and southwestern regions of the state. The significance 
of this adjustment is the obvious appeal of being able to measure educational 
expenditure in real terms. It .is also evident that estimation of an achieve-
ment-expenditure model in purely nominal terms can dilute any real correlation 
that may exist. For example, consider two conceptually equivalent cases: 1) 
an above average achievement school district with above average real expenditure 
in a below average cost-of-living region; 2) a below average achievement 
district with below average real expenditure in an above average cost-of-living 
area. Casting these data point in nominal terms will tend to diminish, and 
possibly invert, the hypothesized positive relationship between expenditure 
and achievement. The statistical impact of these observations is clearly 
to increase the standard error of the estimated expenditure coefficient. 
This scenario may be a factor in explaining why analyses using school district 
averages in nominal terms ofteri fail to find a statistically significant 
6 These indices are based on the methodology recently developed by Fournier 
& Rasmussen (1985) in "Salaries in Public Education: The Impact of Geographic 
Cost of Living Differentials." 
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expend~ture coefficient.' 
In sum, this study is notable for its treatment of socioeconomic _effects 
as well as the application of locality-level price indices. For reasons 
noted above, we would argue that these adjustments render a conceptually 
improved model for testing the achievement-expenditure relationship wi th 
school division data . 
II. Estim ation 
Vir .ginia administers two series of na t ionally standardiz _ed tests: 1) 
Science Research Associates (SRA) Achievement Series; and 2) Educational 
Ability Series (EAS). The SRA series contains a reading (R), language (IA), 
and math (M) section, while EAS measures general ability. Both series are 
gi ven at the 4th, 8th, and 11th grade level . We employ a j subscript to 
indicate grade level (j - 4, 8, 11) and a k subscript to denote test section 
(k - R, IA, or M) . Therefore, Section III will present results for n i ne (jk) 
separate OLS regressions. 
Our basic estimating equation is written: 
(2) SRAj k EASj + RATIOj + $SALj + $SUPV + $01 + $ADMN + 
(+) ( - ) (+) (+) (+) (+) 
ADMj + %LOGL + POP + %PVT + YFAM + SES.L l + 
(+) (+) ( - ) ( - ) (?) ( - ) 
SES.L2 + SES.L3 + SES.Ul + SES.U2 + { 
( -) ( - ) (+) (+) 
7 A rel ated , yet separate fa ctor which might be contributing to insigni -
ficant parameter estimates is the lik ely collinearity between nominal expend-
iture and nominal income measures , th e latter of which are typical l y i ncluded 
as a socio-economic variable. 
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The pare .nthetical signs below the exogenous variables indicate the pre-
dicted direction of the relationship of each independent variable (c3SRA/8x). 
In particular, Equation (2) suggests that Achievement at the j th grade on 
the kth test level (SRAjt.) is a positive function of the corresponding aptitude 
(EASJ). teacher salary ($SALj), - other distinguishable components of per-pupil 
expenditure ($SUPVJ - instructional supervisors, $01 - other instructional, 
$ADMN - administrative), and two separate indices of upper socioeconomic 
factors (SES.Ul and SES.U2). Higher pupil-teacher ratios (RATIO) and three 
lower socioeconomic factors (SES.Ul-SES.U3) are posited to vary inversely with 
achievement. Average daily membership (ADM) is cast in quadratic form to 
test for scale economies in education at the school division level. The percent 
of total educational expenditure provided _by local taxes (%LOCL) may reflect 
local effort and thus is hypothesized to be a proxy for local interest in 
education. Population growth (POP) across school divisions is included as a 
control for infrastructural lags between growth in demand for educational 
services in a locality and the actual provision thereof. These lags, depending 
on the length and severity, should adversely influence school district per-
formance, ceteris paribus. The percent of the student-aged population in 
a division attending private schools (%PVT) is held to be negative. This 
prediction presumes a filtering of higher-achieving students out of public 
schools. We make no prediction as to the influence of median family income 
(YFAM). This is surprising in light of the myriad studies finding a positive 
coefficient for this variable. Those studies did not control for both lower 
and upper socioeconomic conditions, however. Since we ha'\'e, YFAM represents 
impr9vements in middle class economic conditions without any change in lower-

















Definition and Comment 
Divisional average percentilesb (nationally normalized) 
on the Science Research Associates Achievement Series 
by grade level (j-4,8,11) and major skill areas 
(k- reading, language arts, mathematics). For example, 
SRA8M represents the average percentile rank of the 
division's 8th graders in mathematics. The natio nal 
average fo~ each measure is the fiftieth percentile . 
Divisional average percentiles on the Educational 
Abi l ity Se ries for grade levels 4, 8 and 11, respec-
tive ly. The national average at each level is the 
fiftieth percent ·ile. The appropriate level' s EAS 
is used in each achievement equation . 
School System (Annual Series) • 
. $SALa 11 c 
RATIOa, 11 
$S UPVC 
















Averag e teacher salary ($1,000) in kindergarten through 
through seventh grade. Used in achievement equations 
for grade 4 . 
Average teacher sala r y ($1 ,000) in grades 8 - 12. 
Use d in achievement equations for grades 8 and 11. 
Pupil-to-teacher ratio in kindergarten th rough seventh 
grade. Used in ac h ievment equations for grade 4 . 
Pupil-to-teacher ra t i o in grades 8-12. Used in achieve-
ment equations for grades 8 and 11. 
Per-pupil expe nditure ($100) on instructional super -
visory personn el. 
Per -pupil expenditure ($100) on instruction other 
than pe rsonnel. 
Per-pup i l expenditure ($100) on administrat i on. 
Student enrollment (1,000) in K- 7 grades as measured 
by a\·erage daily membership. Entered in quadratic 



















Table l (continued) 
Definition and Comment 
Student enrollment (1,000) in grades 8-11 as measured 
by average daily membership. Entered in quadratic 
form in the grades 8 an d 11 achievement equations. 
Local effort: percentage of total school system 
expenditure provided by loc;al taxes (annual series). 
Infrastructure lags: percentage populatio n growth 
between the 1970 and 1980 Censuses. 
Middle -l evel economic stability: median family inc ome 
in 1979. 




































4 . 15 
Rurality: percentage of the division's population 
not living i n a 1980 census-classified urban area. 
Rac ia l composition: percentage of nonwhites i n the 
population , 1980 Census. 
Economic stability of home life: percentage of al l 
dependen t children living in households with i ncomes 
below the federal poverty level in 1979. 
Socioeconomic stability of home life: Average monthly 
Supplemental Security Payment per household, June 1982.d 
Social s tabi lity of home life: divorce rate per 
1,000 population, 1980 Census. 
Social stability of home life: percentage of families 
with a female head of household, 1980 Census. 
Fami ly attitude toward education: dropout rate in 
grades 8-12, by school year . 
Housing conditions: percentage of housing units 
which lack complete plumbing facili t ies, 1980 Census. 
Housing conditions: percentage of housing un its 
~i t h more than one person pe r room, 1980 Census. 
Economic opportu _nity: unemployment rate, 1980 Census. 
Economic opportunity: percentage of households with 
incomes less than $10,000 iH 1979. 
Economic opportunity: percentage of families with 




Std. Dev. a 
Table l (continued) 
Definition and Comment 






















Urb anity: percentage of .the divisions population 
living in a census-classified urban area, 1980 Census. 
Economic stability of home life: percentage of house-
holds with incomes at least $40,000 in 1979. 
Parental attitude toward education: 
persons aged 25 or more who have at 
of education , 1980 Census. 
percentage of 
least 12 years 
Parental attitude toward education; percentage df 
persons aged 25 or more who have at lea st 16 years 
of education, 1980 Census. 
Mobi lity: percent of 1980's population living in a 
different county of Virginia in 1985. 
Mobility: percent of 1980's population not living 
in Virginia in 1985. 
Social awareness in the home: percentage of adul ts 
voting in 1980 presidential election. 
"The sample consists of 512 observ ations - - four academic years (1980 - 81 • 1983 -84) for 128 of the 
140 Virginia divisions. Certain cities wen• merged with count ies because of missing data in certain 5eries . 
%ea,ns and _Standard Deviations for the nine achievement vari able6 a.re included in Tab le 2. 
cThis var iable has been adjusted !o r cost-of-living differences across divisions. A division-specific 
index was gen erated following the procedure developed by Fournier and Ras,....ssen (1985). An index value 
is calculated by the forn:ula , 
COL e 15,3££ . 6€ - 36.751 ln(population in $ 100) + 6£5.505 ln (median housing value in$) 
+ 1.630 (per capita re·.-en:.ies from the state) + 3,030 (per capita local taxes, all sources ) 
Since we are only interested in relative living costs, we have standardized thh inde,: to a mean of l.O t' 
...-ith a standard deviation of 0 . 10 for use as a deflator. 
Additionally, the GNP deflater has been employed to tra!llate these vabes into 1983 dollars. 
<\:omp-Jted as (number of recip i ents) x ( averag e mont h l y payment per recipient) / (number of households). 
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achievement and ·purely middle-level changes than we are in chan ces a t the 
extremes. Finally, £ is an error assumed to be distributed normally with 
.zero mean and constant variance. 
A more detailed description of the variables are pres~nted in Table 1 . 
Though not noted explicitly in Equation (2), all observations are specific 
to 128 school divisions in Virginia (i - 1-128) . Further, the data set spans 
four academic years ·( 1980-1984) and therefore each estimation reflects four 
years of results on the j th level and kth _test. 8 
Turning to ·the latter portions of Table 1, note that we present two 
broad catagories of variables, denote d Lower- level and Upper- level So-cioeconomic 
Conditions. These are the variables upon which a factor analysis was conducte d 
to obtain the SES unob servable variables. 9 Three factors _emerged representing 
lower-level socioeconomic conditions and two more at the upper level. Table 
2 presents correlation coefficients between each lower-level socioeconomic 
index and each observed indicator variable. For clarity , correlations below 
0 . 3 in absolute value have been deleted. Differerent lower-level portraits 
are depicted by each of the three indices. The first index portrays a family 
8 A careful readin g of Table 1 leads to the correct conclusion that, 
wi thin a complete school division record, observations for specific variable 
are u.sed with differing degrees of overlap across the n in e es ti mation s we 
perform. For example,- SRA is the only varaible which is unique in each regres-
sion. At a given grade level, irrespective of test area, all exogenous vari-
ables for a division will be the same. Further, for the assorted school 
sys t em variables (e.g . salarie s , pupil-teacher ratios, components of per-pupil 
expenditure, ADM), our data only distinguish between grades K-7 and 8-12. 
Therefore, in the estimation of SRAj~, certain school system observations are 
different in the case of k - 4 versus k - 8 & 12 . Final ly, we generate only 
one .set of the five SES indicies for each locality and therefore these indices 
are us ed in e ach estimation. 
9 Technically, a maximum- likelihood, exploratory factor analysis was 
employed with varimax orthogonal rotation. We allowed the proc edur e to continue 
extracting common factors until the eigenvalue for the last factor fell 
below 0.5 . 
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Table 2 
Correlations Between Lower-Level Socioeconomic 
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Correlations Between Upper-Level Socioeconomic 
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in poverty, receiving government assistance, headed by a female , with high 
dropout ra -tes, living in substandard housing, unemployed, and very low income. 
_The second broad type of poor are rural, intact families, living in crowded 
conditions, with low income. The last categ·ory is nonwhite, with female 
head of household, high dropout rates, living in crowded conditions, and in 
poverty. 
Table 3 presents cor-relation coefficients between the upper·tevel socio• 
economic indices and their observed counterparts. The first index correlates 
well with all variables save one, .percent voting in the 1980 presidential 
election. This index portrays an urban community which is attractive enough 
to drow migrants from other parts of Virginia as well a~ other ~Cates. It 
has a well-educated populace and a relatively high proportion of high-income 
earners. The second index depicts a politically-aware, high-income populace. 
III. Results 
The results from the nine estimations of Equation (2) are presented in 
Table 4. While the amount of statistical informi:ltion conta in ed in this table 
is admittedly overwhelming at a glance , the rather packed format is useful 
because i t accomodates ready comparisons across test areas at a given grade 
level as well as across grade levels. To ease interpretation, the significant 
variables as they conform to the predicted signs in Equation (2) are marked 
by asterisks. 
On the basis of R2 s. the general explanatory power of the model is quite 
good. Over 80 percent of the variance in achievement is explained in eight 
of the nine estimations. Generally, the model appears to account for reading 
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11 . 136 
Tab l e 4 
Results of Least-Squ ares Regress i on; 
Achievement in Gra des 4, 8 , 11 
for Readi ng, Language Arts, Math ematics 
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for grades 8 and 11 than grade 4. Fourth-grade achievement in mathematics 
seems to be the least easily modeled . Viewed broadly, however, the overall 
explanatory power of the model is very high, especially for pooled cross-
sectional data. 
In terms of specific variables , perhaps the most noteworthy finding 
is the importance of the teacher input. Observe that the quality of teachers, 
as measured by real salaries, is sign ificant in seven of the nine equations. 10 
Teacher quality appears especially important in fourth-grade achievement. 
Note that the coefficients for $SAL~ are un iform ly significant and of greater 
magnitude than in the eighth or eleventh grades. The quantity of teachers 
is also important as in dicat ed by the student teacher-RATIO. Though significant 
in only four of nin e cases , it is interesting that this dimension of teaching 
inputs is again revealed to be more important at the fourth grade level. In 
sum, these results reinforce what is perhaps the conventional wisdom -- the 
quality of education is the qual ity of its teachers, and this seems especially 
so early in the educational process. 
Regarding non-teacher inputs, observe that expenditure on program coordi-
nators and instructional supervisors in the divisional superintendent's office 
($SUPV) plays an i mportan t and positive role, but again, only at the 
fourth-grade le vel, and only in language arts and mathematics. Although 
insignificant, the $SUPV coefficents in math and language are pos iti ve in 
eighth grade, but beco me negative for all eleventh-grade achievement areas. 
Of course, these results could simply reflect an administrative policy which 
10 The relatio nshi p be t ween average real salary and student achievement 
seems particularly reasonable if higher real sala ries in a di stri ct is capturing 
the effect of having more experienced teacher s on average . Studies do generally 
agree on the importance of teaching experience (Hanushek 1972; Murnane 1975; 
Murnane & Phillips 1981a , 1981b). 
15 
focuses these personnel at the lower grade levels and in the language arts 
and math areas. · 
Expenditure on administration ($ADMN) and other instructional inputs 
($01 ·· textbooks, teachers' aides, educational televison) have no statistically 
discernible impact on achievement . Indeed, the coefficients on $ADMN are 
almost unifo rmily negative, although statistic .ally insignificant. 11 Further, 
other instructio na l expenditure is significantly negative for lang uage arts 
in the fourth and eleventh grades. 
While these results are obviously not the final word, considering the 
four expenditure var _iables jointly, one would be justified in recommending 
a reallocation of resou rc es away from non-tea cher areas and toward teacher 
inputs. Among the non-school system variables, aptitude (EAS) has far and 
away the most pow.erfu l influence in achievement. The strength of this rela• 
tionship is clearly the major factor in the high coefficients of determination. 
Note the direct correspondence between the t-values on EASj~ and . that regres• 
sion's R2 • The lar ge impact of EAS is, of course, not surprising•· student 
aptitude obviously enhances the productivity of educational inputs. However, 
this correlation may be due in part to the possibility that the EAS t es t is 
an impure aptitude measure, i.e., it includes an achievement component as 
wen. 12 While this perhaps account for the high t-values on EAS, it also 
has an important implication for the interpretation of our other variables. 
11 This result is rather interest ing in view of a clear secular trend in 
administrative inputs. Brimelow (1983) notes a dramatic increase nationally 
in .adminsitrative personn el relative to student enrollment and faculty in 
public educa t ion. The ratio of pupils per administrator has fallen from 523 
in 1950 to 293 in 1980 . 
12 Scepticism regarding the EAS test as an aptitude measure. void cf 
achievement sens i tivity, was expressed by Dr. Joseph Roberts, Research Evalu• 
ation and Testing Section, Virginia Department of Education. 
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If EAS controls for beginning-level achievement, albeit imperfectly, •it lends 
a value-added interpretation to the model. For example, the signifi cant 
teacher salary coefficients represent their contributions to learning during 
the year. 
The resul ts for pe rcent of school-aged population enrolled in private 
schools (%PRVT) supports our prediction(-) in three of t he six regressions 
for eighth and elev enth grade. It is interesting, however, that at the fourth 
grade level the coefficients on %PRVT are uniformly positive and significant. 
Though we did not anticipate this resu lt, it supports a rather provocative 
interpretation ex post. %PRVT represents the percent of all school age children 
in the division who attend pr i vate school. Presumably, parents who send 
their children to private school have not only the wherewithal to do so, 
but also a very st rong interest in education. If, as seems likely, a higher 
proportion of h igh school children are in private schools than are elementary 
school children, then these highl y -motivat ed children remain in the public 
grade schools. The consequence is h ig he r achievement at that level. The ir 
withdrawal from the public high schools, however, lowers their average achieve-
ment, ceteris paribus. 
Finally , the unobservable variables approach to socioeconomic effects 
(SES ) perform s remarkable well (the exception is the second upper socioeconomic 
index SES.U2). The resul~s on SES.Ll an d SES. Ul are especially strong. 
From a general modeling perspective , the most notew orthy po int is simply 
that controlling for upper as well as lower socioeco nomic character contributes 
statistically as well as conceptually, as argued in Section I. 
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IV. Concluding Remarks 
Strictly interpreted, the model has several implications for educational 
spending in Virginia. From an efficiency standpoint, the results clearly 
indicate that should we choose to spend more, we should spend it on teachers. 
Should we choose to spend the same or even less. the results still suggest 
that we could spend more wisely. For example, reallocaing dollars from 
non-teaching to teaching inputs is predicted to raise student achievement, 
especially if such reallocation comes at the expense of administration. 
Further, the results indicate a greater achievement-return per dollar at the 
elementary vis-a-vis . secondary levels. 
To the extent that equity in achievement were a policy goal, at strict 
reading of the model would buttress the outlook of the "Great Society" --
educational expenditure is capable of off-seting the strong negative impact 
of lo~ socioeconomic character on student achievement. Of course, in the 
current era of "New Federalism", the fiscal pragmatist's response might be 
"Well, perhaps, ·but at what price?" 
Based ·on the es t imated parameter .of the model, it is possible to address 
this question _ with regard to any of the various policy recommendations noted 
above. For example, were the objective to raise locality achievement above 
some state-mandated minimum, the cost by locality of .such an undertaking 
could . be estimated controling for both school and non-school locality character-
istics. Furthermore , cast in conjuction with the structure of Virginia's 
educational fund i ng formula, one could estimate the tax and/or income-
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income-redistributive effects of financing such policy lnitiatives. 13 Of 
course, while such simulations are feasible in concept, the authors are the 
first to acknowledge the boldness of such extrapolations, certain ly too bold 
for the monent at least. We think the model developed here is promising, 
but stress that this is a first pass. 
Broadly, we see two tacks for further inquiry. First, from a data stand-
point, we would be more confident of the model ' s quantitative implications 
were the educational cost components a bit more finely detailed . Second, 
prior research suggests tha t empirical analyses of educational achievement 
benefit from a value -add ed rather than levels of achievement approach. The 
longitudinal nature of our four-year panel data would accomodate a tracking 
of changes in mean locality achievement between eighth and eleventh grades. 
Thus, a reestima t ion of the model is possible which would appear to offer a 
useful test of the robustness of the results. However, whether this approach 
makes sense wi th aggregate data is unclear to us at this time. One would 
have to assume a level of stabi li ty among the student population in each 
locality which may be unreasonable . 
13 In 1973, Virginia began implementing a program designed to guarantee 
a foundation level of fu nding for education. The state share is based on a 
locality index of ability pa y. The Virginia composite index is relatively 
sophisticated by nat io nal standards in its sensitivity to l ocal wealth and 
commer ce in determining local ability to finance education . Nonetheless, 
localities in Virginia send widely different nominal amounts on education. 
19 
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